The first diamond discovered in South Africa, the 21,25 carat Eureka, was found around 1866 by 15-year-old
Erasmus Jacobs on his father’s farm near Hopetown on the Orange River. Erasmus gave the shiny pebble to his
sisters to play with. Later, his mother gave the stone to a neighbour, which set in motion a series of events that
eventually led to its identification. In 1867 it was bought by Sir Philip Wodehouse, the Cape Governor, for £500 and
sent to London. In 1966, a century after its discovery, it was purchased by De Beers Consolidated Mines and is now
housed in the Kimberley Museum.
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2015 marks a milestone in the
history of the Credit Ombud. This year
we celebrate our first 10 years of
operation. A decade of successfully
resolving credit conflicts between
consumers and businesses and
finding equitable solutions to the
benefit of all.
Across the world, a tenth anniversary
is celebrated with diamond jewellery,
or more traditionally, with objects
containing the metals aluminium
and tin. South Africa is blessed with
extraordinary mineral wealth and
the country has produced some of
the world’s most remarkable gem
diamonds.
Extracting and refining this natural
bounty takes skill, dedication and
perseverance. Through patient
exploration, identification, extraction
and refinement, these treasures are
taken from the earth in their rough
state and forged and polished to
reveal their natural brilliance.
Very much like we do at the Credit
Ombud. Thank you for sharing this
milestone with us.
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The Credit Ombud will:
•	Effectively resolve disputes between members
of the credit industry and credit receivers
(consumers and businesses) with regard to
credit and credit information matters.
•	Act as an educator of the public in matters
pertaining to the credit industry.
•	At all times act honestly, independently and
fairly; balancing the rights of all parties.

The following values are not negotiable and
cannot be diminished in any way:

Fair:
We will act in the best interests of all parties,
taking both sides into consideration and
considering the merits of each case carefully.

Independent:
We will not take sides and will remain impartial
at all times. No individual or organisation will be
in a position to unduly influence us.

Honest:
We will deal openly with any issue brought
before us, asking the relevant questions and
communicating clearly and transparently.
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Nicky Lala-Mohan
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The year under review was characterised by two main issues,
namely the credit information removal project and the National
Credit Amendment Act. As could be expected, the office had an
increase of 48% in calls to its call centre and a 60% increase in
the number of complaints and enquiries relating to the removal of
credit information. The manner in which it handled the calls and
enquiries was exemplary. It continued to adapt and fulfil a vital
role in affording consumers redress to correct their credit records.
The soon to be promulgated National Credit Amendment Act will
also allow the office to continue to play a vital role in shaping
the credit and credit information landscape, more particularly
in regard to affordability assessments and enlistment of
maintenance defaulters. It was heartening to see that the second
draft of the Financial Sector Regulation Bill published late last
year goes a long way in strengthening the ombuds system by
creating a stronger central coordinating role for the Financial
Services Ombuds Council and by recognising a credit agreement
as a financial product, thus widening the net of credit grantors
who will be subject to the jurisdiction of a voluntary ombud.
The year under review also saw me giving up my role as Nonexecutive Chairman and deciding to throw my hat into the ring for
the position of Credit Ombud, which I was successful in obtaining.
This brings an end to that chapter of my career, only to open a

new chapter of the same book. The CO Council has always been
strong, supportive and vibrant. Over the years we jointly solved
many pressing problems and issues with great success. Gratitude
goes to each one of the members. I trust I will continue to have
their support in my new role as the Ombud and look forward to
working with them in that capacity.
To Manie van Schalkwyk, whose term comes to an end, it was
a great pleasure working with you. There were good times and
there were bad times, but certainly there were ‘times’. Together
we matured and achieved many positive things for the office
and the industry at large. Congratulations to you and the staff
on another successful year and thank you for your contribution
during your tenure as Ombud. I wish you every success in your
future endeavours and I am certain you will achieve your goals.
A special thank you to Michael Lawrence who agreed to be
acting Chairman and has dealt with all outstanding issues with
dedication and professionalism.
To every other stakeholder, thank you for your support and cooperation. I look forward to working with all of you in my new role.
Best wishes and hearty regards.
Nicky Lala-Mohan
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Michael Lawrence
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Live like a candle which burns itself
yet gives light to others
Look backwards with gratitude
upwards with confidence
forward with hope…
These words, written by a then teenager, Sindi Dingana (now 21),
are the opening lines of a poem which is a call to community
action and a refrain of the kind of hope and courage that this
country has every right to expect. As I pen a report which a year
ago was not on my to-do list, I cannot but reflect that the office of
the Credit Ombud has in 2014 exemplified the sentiments of Ms
Dingana.
At the start of 2014 there were concerns that the changing
regulatory landscape would severely hinder the ability of the
office to render a meaningful service to consumers and credit
providers. To the credit of our staff team, the standards of service
continued to improve even when we had to introduce, or change,
very different systems and processes. Feedback from consumers
– even when they have not received decisions in their favour –
are an encouraging indication of the perception of fairness and
correctness that we bring to transactions under dispute.
The leadership that Nicky Lala-Mohan gave to Council during
many years as Chairman is no small contribution to the passion,
dedication and professionalism that the team of Council members
continue to bring to the leadership and governance of the office
of the Ombud. I am humbled to have had a short opportunity
to take the baton and work with consumer champions, board
independents and industry representatives who place fairness
and integrity at the top of the agenda of every matter addressed
by Council.

As Manie van Schalkwyk’s tenure of office comes to an end, we
all get to say thank you to a very special man who brought an
exceptional culture, drive and structure to the office. We will
try on our formal occasions to give adequate thanks and praise
to him. I am sure our efforts will fall short, because there is just
so much to say! In this report we just wish to say NGIYABONGA
KAKHULU to this wonderful man who has paved the way as a
pioneer, leader and friend to so many.
Our staff team has had to face a moving landscape and patiently
and professionally give substance to the directives of Council;
give support, guidance, advice and service to consumers; and give
professional feedback and direction to credit providers. As an
engine room they continue to make us proud, even under difficult
conditions. We are grateful. We are proud.
The new year of 2015 promises so much opportunity for us to be
all we can, and to be even better! As Sindi says in the opening
lines, it is “upwards with confidence” and “forward with hope”. All
our stakeholders, partners, friends, interested parties, consumers
and colleagues are urged to keep engaging to ensure that we
are able to offer a world class service that gives leadership and
impetus to the South African economy and opportunity to the
beneficiaries and participants.
In conclusion it is my duty to confirm that the office of the Credit
Ombud complies with all statutory and regulatory obligations
and that the Council ensures the necessary monitoring for
compliance and adherence of all requirements.
With warmest regards.
Michael Lawrence
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The office of the Credit Ombud is an independent and impartial body that reports to the
CO Council and not to the credit industry. The Council consists of three (3) constituencies:
consumer bodies, credit industry, and independent members of the Council:

Credit Industry

National Clothing Retail Federation
Michael Lawrence (Chairperson)

Banking Association
Nicky Lala-Mohan (Outgoing Chairperson)

Consumer Goods Council
Mike Brooks

Credit Bureau Association
Jeannine Naudé Viljoen

Credit Providers Association
Darrell Beghin

MicroFinance South Africa
Hennie Ferreira

Motor Vehicle Finance Association
Elize Easton
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Large Non-Bank Lender Association
Rudolph Willemse

Independent Members

Hassen Lorgat

Patricia McCracken

Siva Naidoo

Tefo Raditapole
(Deputy Chairperson)

Thuli Zungu

Dr Tjaart van der Walt

South African National Consumer Union
Lillibeth Moolman

Women’s National Coalition
Laura Kganyago

Consumer Bodies

Black Sash
Thandiwe Zulu
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I am writing this last report with emotions of
both sadness and pride. Sadness at leaving the
organisation we founded ten years ago, a fragile
organisation we had to manage with sensitivity and
care to ensure it would stand the test of time. At the
same time I am proud that I will be handing over a
maturing organisation with a strong, independent
Council, which applies strong corporate governance
principles to ensure that we can serve all the relevant
stakeholders, especially the credit industry.
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Manie van Schalkwyk

Ten years ago, the credit industry realised the need to create
a dispute resolution body to provide a further service to their
customers that enabled them to resolve disputes independently
and fairly. Not only did this bring consumer confidence to the
industry, but through consumer education we have built more
responsible consumers.
Ten years does not sound significant, but just to add perspective
to this, the Credit Ombud started before Facebook, YouTube and
Twitter were launched. We were operational before iphones and
tablets existed. We were there before the National Credit Act
and the Consumer Protection Act were introduced. We lived
through the world economic meltdown and a recession in South
Africa and today, this organisation stands strong and continues to
service consumers, the credit industry and relevant stakeholders.
Initially the credit industry, together with the credit bureau
industry, started this organisation to deal with credit information
matters only, and it was the first in the world to do so. Soon the
need arose to deal with non-bank credit transactions and later
debt counselling matters, and our mandate was expanded. This
demonstrated the industry’s commitment to resolve consumer
disputes and to be flexible in their approach to ensure customer
satisfaction in the broader credit industry.
The National Credit Act, the Consumer Protection Act and the
Protection of Personal Information Act were all introduced,
together with ongoing and far-reaching new amendments and
rules and regulations. The credit industry implemented this
without hesitation, including the removal of credit information
on two occasions. There were some points of disagreement,
not only between the government and industry, or between the
Ombudsman and industry, but also among industry members.
This led to fierce debate between the parties, which led to more
robust outcomes after the negotiations – and this is one of the
most powerful principles our democracy is built on.
The Credit Ombud has come a long way and we have a strong
platform on which to build from here. We can celebrate our tenyear anniversary proudly, but we must be cautiously aware of the

outstanding challenges that still remain. There are countless
opportunities for both the industry and the Credit Ombud to
develop an increased awareness of the office among consumers
as well as the education of consumers. This task must be
shared between all the stakeholders to ensure maximum impact.
Consumers need to know both their rights and responsibilities,
which will result in more prosperous relationships between
consumers and the credit industry in the long term. Organisations
that rely on wilfully exploiting the lack of knowledge of
consumers and/or abuse their positions of power should be
exposed and removed from the credit industry. Not only do these
players subject consumers to “financial slavery”, but their selfish
actions affect the entire industry negatively and could lead to
more onerous regulation.
As my contract comes to an end, I must thank the Credit Ombud
Council, the credit industry, the credit bureau industry, Financial
Services Ombud Scheme Council, the Department of Trade and
Industry, the National Credit Regulator, Financial Services Board
and the National Treasury for their contributions and various
engagements over the years. I want to take this opportunity to
thank above all the staff of the Credit Ombud as well as the
Deputy Ombud, Reana Steyn, for their dedication and commitment
in making this industry a better place for everyone. This is not
just another job, but a commitment to establish and enforce the
truth, and in the same breath, to protect the relationship between
credit provider and consumer.
We have shared many experiences, worked together on projects
and in the process I have learned and grown as an individual and
made lots of friends. I want to thank everyone who allowed me to
be part of this journey. I feel deeply responsible for ensuring that
the Credit Ombud’s office will continue to serve the consumers
and the credit industry at large. I will sorely miss this office, but
I hope to be able to continue contributing to the industry and
consumers on other levels.
Manie van Schalkwyk
Ombudsman
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Staff of the Credit Ombud

From front to back, left to right:
Row 1: Magashree Ramsaroop; Reana Steyn; Karishma Roy; Kabelo Teme
Row 2: Jacob Sefure; Lucy Mokhweba
Row 3: Kesh Krishnan; Sadhia Khan; Fundiswa Gwantshu; Daisy Guntert
Row 4: Nereshnee Reddy; Manie van Schalkwyk; Bets Noordman; Lindy Bobrow
Row 5: Lee Soobrathi; Bernie Naidoo; Anthony Mpyatona; Magda van Biljon
Absent: Neo Loeto, Avitha Nofal and Siyabonga Makhathini
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Complaints and enquiries
(Including general enquiries and all cases opened)
Calls received at call centre

16 146 (50,2% increase)
28 438 (30,15% increase)

Disputes opened, all departments

5 890 (0,2% increase)

Disputes closed, all departments

6 871 (4,1% decrease)

Average days to resolve disputes

47,83 days (5,36% decrease)

Double Impact training sessions

63

Amount of money saved for NBC

R2 889 237.82 (23,74% decrease)

Disputes received by credit bureaux

124 627 (1,49% increase)

Media Equivalent Advertising Value

R32 million

Number of workshops
Cost per dispute
Total expenses for the year
Consumer satisfaction survey
Percentage of disputes resolved in favour of consumers

34
R2 381
R14 million
82,65%
64%
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South Africa’s media continue to be an invaluable ally in communicating the services and
achievements of the Credit Ombud’s office to consumers. Without public awareness, our task
would be immeasurably more difficult. On the following pages we show how some of the
highlights from our first ten years were reported in the country’s newspapers and magazines.

CONSUMER
AFFAIRS

Gathering
momentum
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Get your credit into
shape for summer

Lala-Mohan named
new ombudsman

15

Reana Steyn
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Our office had significant challenges and successes in respect
of the resolution of cases – the activity which remains the core
function of the office. Since the office expanded its mandate
back in 2010 from credit information complaints only to also
accept non-bank credit complaints, the office operated with
two departments – a non-bank credit complaints department
and the credit information complaints department. In our
monthly statistics and previous annual reports we also reported
on the two departments’ statistics separately. A few months
ago a decision was taken to merge the two departments, for a
number of good reasons. On the one hand there was a financial
saving and on the other we responded to the feedback received
from our members that they would like to see the complaints
handled more efficiently and cost effectively.
The end result is that we now have a more streamlined single
Case Management Department dealing with all the consumers’
complaints. We will apply our resources appropriately to
the complicated legal matters on the one hand and the less
complicated matters on the other. Going forward, our reporting
will be a combined report for all complaints received.
Secondly, we implemented a new, stricter process to follow
for all complaints, and consumers are referred to their credit
or service providers in the first instance to try and resolve the
complaint at source, before they can log the dispute with our
office. On receipt of the call or written complaint, we will first
assess whether the consumer has reported the matter to the
member, and given them 20 business days to resolve the issue.
If not, we advise the consumer to follow this process first, and
only if the matter remains unresolved, will we be able to assist.
Where possible we also send consumers a letter or email to
explain this process and some may produce this letter when
they approach one of the members in order to try and resolve
their dispute.
This process has been in place and applied very strictly for the
credit information complaints in the past, but it now applies

to the non-bank credit matters as well. The aim is to afford
the members a first opportunity to resolve the disputes on the
one hand, and to eliminate the “simply enquiries” on the other.
This new process has definitely caused a drop in the number of
complaints logged.
In addition to all these changes, we have also introduced a
monthly “Consumer Satisfaction Survey” in order to further
improve the quality of our dispute resolution services. We
select consumers from our finalised cases and we survey
their experience with our services. The average satisfaction
score is 82,65% and on average, 79,53% of the consumers will
recommend our office to family or friends. Taking into account
that in 50% of the sample of consumers surveyed we decided
the dispute against the consumer, we are satisfied with the
results. We will continue to work on improving the quality and
efficiency of our service to both consumers and the credit
industry.
Our successes and achievements were not limited to the work
we do in relation to the individual consumer complaints. We
also worked in conjunction with the other ombud offices to
influence the ombud environment under the new Twin Peaks
model of regulation. Secondly, our service to the industry was
recognised when the Credit Ombud received the Clive Morkel
award from ADRA for our excellent contribution in furthering
the debt collection industry. Further afield, our office has on
a number of occasions assisted the IFC, the World Bank and
central banks in Africa to understand the importance and
operation of credit bureaux as well as ombud structures.
In the year under review we worked hard to remain up to
date with the latest changes in the credit environment and
legislation, and to make a positive contribution on all fronts.
We will continue to strive to excel in this area, whilst at the
same time ensuring that we do not lose sight of our main role,
namely to resolve disputes.
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Statistics for the Non-bank
Credit Department
In 2014 this department again experienced
a growth in the number of disputes – now
for the fourth year in a row. The number
of disputes received increased by 10,45%
compared to 2013, where we saw a 57,1 %
growth. The number of disputes closed
increased by 9,5% as compared to the
previous year.
A large percentage of the complaints
received in this department all related to
one specific lender and their collecting
attorneys. In many of these and other
matters we were fortunately able to
negotiate a very good outcome for the
consumers. For the year, the amounts that
were refunded to consumers or “saved”
as a result of our intervention, amounted
to R2 889 238. Our case studies will
demonstrate how we assisted consumers
in more detail.
We were especially busy assisting
consumers to resolve their disputes
relating to emoluments attachment
orders, commonly referred to as
“garnishee orders”. Our experience has
been that there are still far too many
consumers who are paying off their debts
through this collection method, where
there is some material breach of the
application of the law and the process.
Many consumers are paying far too much
and for too long. Others do not receive
any statements and therefore do not
know what their balances are. In some
instances the original amount handed
over or the judgment amount is incorrect
and overstated and most consumers
would not be aware of how the amounts
should be calculated. We have dealt with
numerous cases where the incorrect
overstated amounts are never picked
up by anyone and the employer deducts
the amount as per the court order. We
are continuously making every effort
to educate consumers and employers
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regarding this issue, but there is still a
lot of work to do in this area.
Overall we were fortunate that we
received good co-operation from the
majority of the members and their agents
and we were able to resolve all our cases
through negotiation. No rulings were
issued.

Statistics for the Credit
Information Department
The new regulations published by the
Department of Trade and Industry in
February 2014 relating to the “Removal
of Adverse Credit Information and Paidup Judgments” had a significant effect
on the work of this department in the
past year. We always expected that this
much-anticipated piece of legislation
would affect our office, but it was difficult
to predict the nature and extent of the
impact. In retrospect, the statistics will
show that it caused a reduction in the
number of complaints received in this
department, but for a few months our
office was inundated with calls and
enquiries from consumers regarding the
so-called “amnesty” and how it affected
their credit profiles.
The credit bureaus removed all existing
adverse information from consumers’
credit records, but after 1st of April, new
default listings were submitted again.
These default listings often give rise
to disputes from consumers, which end
up at our office. The regulation further
stipulated that paid-up judgments should
be removed, and we received some
complaints from consumers who advised
that their judgments were paid but the
information still remained and we had to
assist.
We opened 2 043 disputes, a decrease
of 9,8% as compared to 2013. We were
able to close 2 730 disputes, a 12,86%
decrease compared to the previous year.
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Case Studies
Case study A
Overpayment of emolument attachment
order
The consumer’s complaint was regarding
a debt collecting company, who were
collecting on behalf of a microlender.
The consumer’s salary was garnished
with monthly deductions of R825,99. The
debt was settled in December 2013 and
proof of payment was furnished to the
debt collector. The debt collector agreed
that this debt was overpaid and a refund
was due. However, the consumer then did
not receive his refund, despite all efforts
being made to obtain payment.
Through our intervention, the consumer
was finally refunded the amount of
R4 995,94 and in addition, the debt
collector instructed all the credit bureaux
to update the consumer’s credit profile
accordingly.
We received the following compliment
from this consumer: “I wish to confirm
that I have received the outstanding
amount owing to me and was paid on the
24th October 2014 in full settlement in
regard to the Garnishee Order which was
issued to me and that this matter is now
concluded. I would like to express my
sincere gratitude to you and your team
which I greatly appreciated.”

Case study B
Reckless lending
The consumer alleged that an emolument
attachment order was obtained against
her for a loan granted to her in 2011. The
consumer alleged that she had overpaid
the debt as she had paid approximately
R25 000 towards the original debt of
R19 000. We started our investigations
by looking at the interest and costs that
had accumulated on the debt. However,
whilst investigating we established that
the consumer was a low-income earner
with a disposable income of less than

R3 000 per month. Her expenses, which
mainly consisted of microloan repayments,
far exceeded her income. At the time
the consumer applied for the loans in
question, she was in a deficit of R260
per month and definitely could not afford
the monthly loan repayment of R1 603.
We raised the issue of affordability with
the member, who agreed. The monthly
deductions from her salary were stopped,
the judgment was rescinded and the
consumer was refunded R19 383.

Case study C
Prescription
The consumer bought a vehicle in 2007.
He signed the sale agreement but did
not take delivery of the vehicle as it
was defective and he also did not make
payments on the account. The consumer
was contacted by the credit provider for
two years in respect of the outstanding
amount and instructed to collect the
vehicle, which he refused to do. In
2013 the account was handed to a debt
collector. The consumer was requested
by the debt collector to make a payment
arrangement towards the full outstanding
debt. The consumer contacted our office
to request our assistance as he feared that
his arguments were having no effect. We
addressed correspondence to the credit
provider requesting their response to the
complaint and to provide our office with
supporting documents to substantiate
the debt. We also raised the matter of
prescription. The credit provider replied
indicating that they conceded that the
debt had prescribed. The credit provider
absolved the consumer of the debt and the
consumer was no longer liable to pay the
demanded amount of R57 611.40.

Case study D
Fraud
The consumer lodged a complaint with
our office against a credit provider and
the attorneys collecting for them. The
complaint was that the consumer was
being harassed for an amount of money

which she avers she did not borrow
and she had been listed at the credit
bureaux. She also advised us that at some
stage her ID had been stolen. Our office
investigated the complaint by requesting
the attorneys to investigate the possibility
of fraud. The consumer provided the
relevant supporting documents and
signatures and confirmation that she did
not bank with the financial institution
with whom the monies were deposited.
The conclusion of the case was that the
account had been opened fraudulently.
The consumer was not liable for the
amount of R8 000 and her credit profile
was updated at the bureaux.

Case study E
Fraudulent consent to judgment and
breach of in duplum
A consumer had an account with one of
the large lenders and he defaulted, which
led to the handing over of the account and
subsequent legal action. This resulted in
a judgment and emoluments attachment
order on his salary. When he approached
our office, he had paid up the account and
on his own accord applied for a rescission
of the judgment.
The consumer then approached our
offices as he always maintained that the
consent to judgment document was in
fact fraudulent. We assessed the matter
and raised this issue with the member,
who arrived at the same conclusion.
The member also agreed to refund the
amount that exceeded the in duplum in
this matter, which amounted to a refund of
R9 979. In addition, we argued that since
the consumer had suffered the cost of
the rescission of judgement application,
that the consumer be compensated for
all the legal fees incurred. This led to an
additional refund of R2 500, which brought
the total refund to R12 479.

Case study F
Listing of prescribed account on the
consumer’s credit profile

The consumer approached our office
with the complaint that 4 old bank loan
accounts had suddenly reappeared on
his credit bureau profile. He claimed that
these accounts had long since prescribed
and should therefore not have been listed.
He further confirmed that no default
judgements were ever granted regarding
these and that no payments had been
made for more than 4 years. Finally, the
consumer confirmed that he never made
any acknowledgment of liability, written,
verbal or otherwise.
We assessed the complainant’s 4 major
credit bureau credit profiles and discovered
that 3 of them had these accounts
listed in respect of which he claimed
prescription. We approached the member
regarding the complainant’s claims and we
received an almost immediate response.
The bank claimed that the accounts had
not prescribed as they had not received
payments within the period of 36 months as
per their statements.
We responded by requesting proof of these
payments – but to no avail. They could
also not confirm that legal action had
been instituted against the complainant
in respect of these debts. The bank then
confirmed that all 4 accounts had indeed
prescribed and they agreed to write off the
total balances of R71 542. They confirmed
the credit bureaux had been instructed
to remove the payment profile records of
prescribed accounts.
The complainant’s words of appreciation:
“Dear Sirs,
Words cannot even begin to describe
how grateful I am for your greatly valued
assistance in this matter. Thank you
so so much indeed! You have truly just
lifted a very heavy load and burden off my
shoulders. I truly appreciate your fair and
professional handling of this matter.”
Reana Steyn
Deputy Ombudsman
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Neo Loeto

As we celebrate 10 years of existence in the credit industry, we
are proud of the achievements and the progress we have made in
the area of consumer awareness and education. We have seen a
gradual move from only creating awareness of our free services
to consumers in the early days, to more holistic, in-depth training,
which we provide to credit providers’ staff members as part of
our ever increasing value proposition to our valued members and
partnering stakeholders. These stakeholders include various
government departments, Non-Governmental Organisations
(NGOs) and other employers.
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From only using the media as our main medium in consumer
awareness in the initial two years of our existence, in 2006 our
office evolved in its approach by not only creating an awareness
of the office’s existence and its services, but by taking education
in personal finances and the credit industry to consumers.
This included going to different cities around the country and
talking at various community gatherings, arranged in conjunction
with key stakeholders such as our member bodies, government
departments, NGOs and community-based organisations.

In 2011 a strategic move to place greater
emphasis on targeting consumers at their
workplaces brought about a key shift in
our approach to consumer awareness and
education.
Reaching out to credit active consumers
at their places of work resulted in a
two-pronged benefit. First, consumers
who were hard pressed by financial
trouble as a result of problems with their
credit-related matters were provided with
avenues of addressing their issues and
equipped with the knowledge of how to
avoid falling into the same traps in future.
Secondly, employers who afforded their
employees the opportunity to attend such
sessions benefitted by having some of
the financial and credit issues associated
with high absenteeism and low production
due to financially distressed employees,
addressed.
In 2014 we participated in 34 outreach
activities and workshops, covering 8
provinces.
2013 was a momentous year in consumer
education for our office. This was the
year in which we introduced our Double
Impact (DI) training programme, which
was designed with the needs of credit
providers and other key stakeholders
in mind. This training programme is
structured and measured according
to guidelines outlined by the National
Financial Literacy Consumer Education
Strategy.
We moved from launching the first pilot
of the DI training programme in August
2013 to 147 delegates, to covering close
to 1 100 delegates in 63 sessions to 13
different member organisations and other
stakeholders in 2014.
Part of the Double Impact training
includes conducting pre-workshop
surveys where delegates are tested in

four competency categories which are in
line with the National Financial Literacy
Consumer Education Strategy. Below is an
illustration of the overall results recorded
by the Human Sciences Research Council
(HSRC) in the South African market in
2012.
The average Financial Literacy score
achieved in the 63 sessions conducted
during 2014 was 60,53.

HSRC Financial Literacy Score

58
56

Overall
financial
literacy score
is 54
45
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Financial planning
Knowledge and understanding
Choosing financial products
Financial control

Financial planning:
This tests if delegates think about their
financial future, and if they know how to
make safe financial decisions, and where
to get trustworthy advice.
Financial knowledge & understanding:
Do delegates understand how interest
works, and how compound interest works
(need to do basic sums for both debt and
savings)? Do delegates understand the
impact of inflation? Would they be able
to recognise higher or lower risk when
deciding on a financial commitment?
Financial product choice:
Delegates are asked what financial
products and services they have “heard
of” and which ones they actually use.

They are also asked if they have been
dissatisfied with a product, and why.
Financial control:
This competency tests knowledge and
behaviour about budgeting, spending,
managing debt, the role of credit bureaux,
and knowing where to go for help if you
are in trouble.
Our outreach activities alone could never
generate the level of awareness and
consumer education we currently enjoy.
The media has played an active role during
the last 10 years in enabling us to carry
our message to a much wider audience.
The media exposure of the work this office
does, keeps growing on a yearly basis. In
the past 10 years, our office has managed
to amass coverage in online, print and
broadcast media to the value of almost
R100 million! 2014 saw our office reach
the AEV (Advertising Equivalent Value) of
R31 936 424,71.
We participated in 198 radio and television
interviews on 46 different television and
radio stations and featured in 159 articles
in the print media (newspapers and
magazines) in 47 different publications.
We further featured in 115 online articles
in 38 different online publications.
Informative and educational press
releases are compiled and sent to the
media constantly. Our exposure in the
media is generated by these releases and
aids in increasing awareness of the work
our office does among the public.
We look forward to another 10 years of
touching lives and making a lasting
difference in the lives of our stakeholders
and consumers alike.
Neo Loeto
Public Relations Manager
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Graph 1: Complaints and Enquiries
In total, 16 146 complaints and enquiries were
received by the Credit Ombud for the period
January to December 2014.
This is an average of 1 345,5 complaints and
enquiries per month, an increase of 50,24%
compared to the previous year.
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Graph 2: General enquiries – source (How did consumers hear about the Credit Ombud?)
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Graph 3: General enquiries – type
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The office categorises the complaints and
enquiries with the aim of understanding what
consumers’ most pressing issues are and how to
direct our educational efforts.

d
c

Graph 4: Calls received at Credit Ombud call centre
The Credit Ombud call centre assists consumers
with complaints and records disputes on our
complaints handling system. The contact centre
will explain processes and procedures to the
complainants and also provide general advice to
the public.
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In total, 28 438 telephone calls were recorded by
the CO contact centre for the period January to
December 2014.
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This is an average of 2 369,83 calls per month, an
increase of 30,15% compared to the previous year.
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Graph 5: Disputes opened: All departments
In total, 5 890 disputes were opened by the Credit
Ombud office for the period January to December
2014.
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This figure increased from 5 878 in 2013 - an
increase of 0,20%.
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This is an average of 490,83 disputes per month.
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Graph 6: Disputes opened: Credit Information Department
In total, 2 043 disputes were opened in the Credit
Information Department for the period January to
December 2014.
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This is an average of 170,25 disputes per month, a
decrease of 9,80% compared to the previous year.
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Graph 7: Disputes opened: Non-bank Credit Department
In total, 3 847 disputes were opened in the Nonbank Credit Department for the period January to
December 2014.
This is an average of 320,58 disputes per month.
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Aug
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2014 – Total 3 847

Dec

This figure increased from 3 483 in the previous
year - an increase of 10,45%.

Graph 8: Disputes closed: All departments

This is an average of 572,58 disputes per month.
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This figure decreased from 7 164 in the previous
year - a decrease of 4,1%.
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In total, 6 871 disputes were closed in the
organisation for the period January to December
2014.
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Graph 9: Disputes closed: Credit Information Department
In total, 2 730 disputes were closed by the Credit
Information Department for the period January
to December 2014.
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This is an average of 227,5 disputes per month,
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Graph 10: Disputes closed: Non-bank Credit Department
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In total, 4 141 disputes were closed by the Nonbank Credit Department for the period January to
December 2014.
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Graph 11: Cases closed by jurisdiction: Credit information department (Comparison 2014 vs 2013)
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Graph 12: Cases closed by jurisdiction: Non-bank credit department (Comparison 2014 vs 2013)
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2013 2014
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Manner of finalisation: All departments
Intervention:

Graph 13A: All departments (Current year)
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Graph 13B: Credit information department (Current year)
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12%

A large number of matters are resolved through
the process referred to as facilitation. This is
where the Credit Ombud assists by undertaking an
investigation based on the information provided by
the relevant parties, probing issues and verifying the
alleged facts in order to make an informed decision.
The Ombud will provide guidance on the law and
communication between the parties, keeping the
desired outcomes in mind.

0%

Mediation:

D Recommendation

0%

E Ruling

0%

This is a formal meeting between the parties to the
dispute with the Ombud as mediator. It involves a
discussion to promote compromise, settlement and
reconciliation to achieve an outcome that is fair
and unbiased. The Ombud guides the debate until
agreement is reached between the parties, without
making any formal rulings or decisions. The office
had only one case for mediation in the previous year.
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Graph 13C: Non-bank credit department (Current year)
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Facilitation:

C Mediation
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The majority of cases are resolved through
intervention from the CO office. An intervention is
where the CO is able to resolve a dispute without
extended deliberation with the credit provider or with
the credit bureaux. This is where the Credit Ombud
points out inaccuracies based on our assessment of
the merits of the dispute fairly, without undertaking
a full investigation. We aim to assist all parties in an
attempt to achieve an amicable, unbiased and speedy
outcome, without protracted negotiation.

100%

Should a dispute remain unresolved despite the
processes of intervention, facilitation or mediation,
the Ombud will proceed to evaluate the facts of
the dispute and based on the merits, formally, in
writing, recommend to the parties what in his opinion
the outcome of the dispute should be. No formal
recommendation is made by the Ombud, indicating
that all the matters are capable of resolution
between the parties through the other processes.

Rulings:
This is a binding, written decision by the Ombud
personally, in matters where the recommendation
is not accepted by the parties. It is based on the
material facts (which have either been agreed to or
have been established on a balance of probabilities),
the law and/or the Codes of Conduct. The Credit
Ombud again did not make any rulings in 2014, which
is regarded as very positive, as it demonstrates a
willingness by credit providers, credit bureaux, debt
counsellors and payment distribution agents to
resolve disputes raised by consumers.
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Late one afternoon in 1905, Frederick Wells, the superintendent of the Premier
Mine near Pretoria, was doing his rounds when he noticed something gleaming on
the wall above him. Curious, he scaled the wall and extracted a large crystal from
the blueground. At first he thought it might simply be a large piece of glass, but
tests proved it to be the largest gem-quality diamond ever discovered. It weighed
3 106 carats and was named after Sir Thomas Cullinan, who happened to be visiting
the mine that day. The Cullinan diamond was sold to the Transvaal government and
presented to King Edward VII on his 66th birthday. The original stone was cut into
9 major gems, including the 530,2 carat Star of Africa. All remain part of the British
Crown Jewels or are in possession of the Royal Family.
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This report highlights the
achievements of the Credit Ombud’s
office during the past year. Working
to a strict code of ethics and
professionalism, we will continue
to act as impartial mediators in
situations of credit conflict between
businesses and consumers.
As we enter our second decade, we
look forward to an even more brilliant
future.
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